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ATLAS HACKED

… Songs on the album

Are You Normal
Is Not
Insect Politics
Robot Sex
Lights Out
Atlas Hacked
Be Here Now

“Atlas Hacked”

Natalis Group

... avant garde songs that will challenge your
primitive thoughts, enlighten you further upon
your inner journey, remove those social scars
inflicted by Facebook, Twitter, Instagram,
Bebop & Snapchat, from your unblinking eyes,
to help you remember who you thought you
were ...
AVAILABLE AT THESE DIGITAL MUSIC STORES ...
US

Amazon . eMusic . Google Play . iTunes .
Napster(Rhapsody) . Groove . 8Tracks . Orfium
Pandora . iHeartRadio . Slacker . Spotify .
YouTube Red . Shazam . Sirius XM . Medianet

ASIA

Yonder Music . Indievox . KK Box . Saavn .
Express In Music

EU

Anghami . Deezer . 7Digital . Qobuz . Akazoo .
Mix Upload . Tidal . Yandex . Zvooq .
Imsteam . Claro . United Media Agency

Don't Do Wrong
AVANT-GARDE . CINEMATIC . EXOTIC
WWW.NATALISGROUP.COM

Maki

'Atlas Hacked' plays with your mind.. it seems so natural, mystical, earthly
driven. It is brainfood, an inner movie, you get to create the vista, you
unfold the story, you yield powers beyond, just close your eyes and listen.
After the successes of 'Waking Up With The World On Fire', Maki started
the next album, code named 'Pandora21'. Allowing the notion that each
song of the album is a chapter of a longer dramatic narrative is similar in
some ways to the classical operatic or theme symphonic storytelling. More
like theater for your ears. That is where this music goes. This is the emotion
that lives in 'Atlas Hacked'
It's edgier, rooted in the metaphysics and metadata of the online mind.
Electronic telepathy. A front row seat to the worst of the world's humanity,
barking like trained seals in front of their masters. Except that today, the
online mind resists the seductive promises of psychopathic liars. Mostly from
the finacial titans and the insanely religious who have faith that their god
can kick the shit out of all the other fake gods and their fake believers. They
both seek their religions' money, power and control. They seek dominion.
Right ... sounds like a job for The Golden Calf.
Maki started his musical journey in smoky bars and bowling alleys in the
rock, jazz, country, folk, solo, bands. Some of them were for money and
some for fun. Since leaving the stage, Maki has been creating studio
soundtracks for indie filmmakers on the west coast. In previous times and
locations he was a university artist-in-residence, aerospace geekoid, research
department systems developer, filmmaker, art director, sculptor and nobody
you heard of before.
"..seventy five percent of what you see is what you hear."

